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T6 Harvard Aviation would like to welcome you for your Harvard trial flying lesson. 
Please take a few moments to read through these notes, if you have any questions please 
ask a member of the ground crew or your instructor. 
 
Before going out to the aircraft please make sure that you have no loose articles, such as keys, 
loose change, mobile phones etc. that may fall out of your pockets when on board. The headset 
will be given to you when you get in to the aircraft. Due to health and safety requirements you 
will be escorted to the aircraft by the ground crew or your Instructor. Please listen carefully to 
what they have to say and follow instructions they may give you.  
 
We regret the ONLY the passenger/student will be allowed out to the aircraft. Should you 
wish for a close up picture the ground crew or instructor may take some pictures for you. 
 

The format for your trial flying lesson 
 

The instructor will have full control of the aircraft during ground handling, take-off and 
landing; Once the aircraft is airborne and in level flight the instructor will re-establish 
communication and commence your lesson. If you have any special requests to fly over a 
particular location, please ask the Instructor or ground crew before your flight.  
 
You will need to keep your feet and hands clear of the controls during take-off and 
landing  
 

 
     
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

HARVARD BRIEFING  
 

G-BJST “The Wacky Wabbit” 

Communication: 
Communication in the aircraft is via a modern headset with a 
boom microphone that should be adjusted to nearly touching your 
mouth. You should speak clearly and precisely and you need to 
raise your voice slightly. During certain phases of the flight it may 
be necessary for the instructor to turn the intercom off so they 
can use the radio or reduce ambient noise during take-off and 
landing.  
	
Getting in t the aircraft: 

• Always approach the aircraft from the rear. Never go near the 
propeller at any time. 

• Please keep to the black walkways on the wing 
• Position your face and body facing the tail of the aircraft. 
• Put your right foot on the step 
• Step over the cockpit wall and stand on to the seat with body 

facing towards the tail. Use the cockpit side or the seat to 
steady yourself NOT the canopy 

• Turn around on the seat and lower yourself in to the cockpit, 
you can use the cockpit sides to steady yourself. Please then 
allow the ground crew to adjust your harness. It is a standard 
4-point harness which attaches to a central position: Please 
familiarise yourself with its operation. 
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Please also make sure you are familiar with the operation of the cockpit canopy and headset. 
The ground crew will demonstrate their use.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
Handing over control of the aircraft  
 
Because the instructor is unable to see what you are doing in the other cockpit it is important 
to have clear communication of who has control of the aircraft  
 
The correct procedure 
 
Instructor     Student 
To pass control to the student   Acknowledged 
“You have control”     “I have control” 
 
To regain control from the student  Acknowledged 
“I have control”    “I have control” 
        
     (If you want to pass control back to the instructor) 
     “You have control” 
Acknowledged  
“I have control” 
 
The primary effects of controls that will be demonstrated to you are: 
 
Description       Controlled by 

 
Pitch Nose up and down movement  Control stick movements fore and aft 
 
Roll Rotation around the nose axis Control movements left and right 
 
Yaw Sideways motion about the nose Rudder pedal movement left and right  
 
In the unlikely event that you feel ill or have any discomfort during the flight please inform 
the pilot 
 
If at any time you feel uncomfortable for any reason, please tell the instructor and they will 
return back to the airfield if necessary. There is a motion sickness bag located at the top right 
of the instrument panel. 
 
 

 “We hope you have an enjoyable flight” 

During the lesson 
 
When the instructor demonstrates an exercise, they 
will ask you to follow them through on the controls, 
this means that you should loosely hold the control 
stick with your right hand, look out of the aircraft 
and listen to the instructor describe the exercise and 
demonstrate how it is flown. When complete the 
instructor will verify you have understood what you 
are required to do and that you have no questions. 
They will then ask you to fly the demonstrate the 
exercise. 
	


